Unified Information System of the Prosecution

Types of GBV

- Intimate Partner Violence
- Rape
- Sexual Assault (excl. rape)
- Sexual Harassment
- Stalking

Purpose of data collection

- Monitoring
- Inform/evaluate policy
- Plan capacity
- Professional indemnity

Data available on

Victim

Background information

- Age
**Relationship with perpetrator**

- No

**Repeatedly suffering from GBV**

- No

**Perpetrator**

**Background information**

- Age
- Sex
- Nationality
- ID
- Name
- Ethnicity
- Marital status
- Dependents
**Relationship with victim**

- No

*Additional information:* This means that this kind of information is not recorded by this data source.

**Re-offending**

- Yes

**Witness**

**Background information**

- No information collected on Background information

**Relationship with victim/perpetrator**

- No

**Incident description by witness**

- No

**Children witnessing IPV incident**

- No information available

**Incident**

**Code system used**

- Criminal justice

* By article relevant to the crime, according to the Penal Code
Description of incident

No information collected on Description of incident

Protection order

No

Civil justice data

No information available

Incident respond resources

No information collected on Incident respond resources

Prosecution process

Stages of prosecution process

- Withdrawals of complaints
- Withdrawals of prosecution support
- N. of cases reported for each incident
- N. of cases initiated for each type of incident
- N. of cases referred to court
- Types of offense(s)

Defendant pleas/verdicts

- Guilty pleas
- Guilty verdicts
## Average time case through criminal justice system
- Yes

### Outcomes

#### Perpetrator
- **N. of cases resulting in arrest**
  - No
- **Charged with more than one offense**
  - Yes
- **List of offenses**
  - Yes
- **Probation**
  - Yes
- **Bail/remand**
  - No
- **Prisons**
  - Yes

* Number of imprisonments by article of Penal Code.

#### Victim
- **Death as result of incident**
  - Yes

### Characteristics
Storage System

- In paper form
- Electronically (single files)
- Electronically (database)

Frequency of updating

- Quarterly

Quality assurance process

The software has formulas which check first for mistakes. For example in case the information filled in could not be correct from the legal point of view the field will be coloured and it will be clear that this is a mistake. For example when it is only possible a natural person to be the claimant, in case it is filled in that the claimant is a legal person, the table will alarm for that discrepancy. The experts in the Supreme Prosecution of Cassation also check manually once again in the final stage when they summarize the information on national level and if they see any discrepancies contact the relevant prosecutions for additional clarification.

Comparability

- Geographical
- Over time
- None

Timeliness

- No information available

Current developments
Forthcoming establishment of the Uniform Informational System on Combating Criminality and inclusion of the system of the Prosecution in it.

Relation with third parties

Reported to third parties

Yes

Name of organisation:
Prosecution, National Statistical Institute

Used by third parties:
Yes (partly)

Additional information:
Crimes and Convicted Persons

Reporter

 Victim
 Witness
 Offender

Other: District Prosecution Offices; Regional Prosecution Offices; Prosecutions of Appeals

Website

Link to website
Metadata

**ORGANISATION:** Unified Information System of the Prosecution

**SECTOR:** Justice

**GEOGRAPHICAL AREA:** National